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INVESTMENT INSIGHTS 
             SFC Tactical Investment Strategies  

2020 First Quarter Review & Outlook 

■ Market Review  

Good riddance. It was the worst quarter for the S&P 500 Index since the financial crisis and the 
worst first quarter ever since 1938 … it was the worst quarter for crude oil (down 66%) and the 
worst Q1 for the Dow in 124 years. 
—LPL Financial Research  

Equities 
 
We and other investment managers knew there’d come a day when the record 11-year bull market run would come to an end. 
It’s highly doubtful, however, that anyone foresaw that a novel viral pandemic would be the catalyst for an abrupt finale. As the 
seriousness of the global spread of the COVID-19 virus grew in March, and as many businesses shut down or pared back due 
to social-distancing measures, investors responded by panic-selling stocks and other securities. And it was indiscriminate. 
Investors around the world scrambled to dump assets ranging from stocks to commodities to emerging market debt and even 
investment grade bonds; betting that the global economy was headed for a recession. The resulting bear market of the first 
quarter ended with the Dow Jones Industrial Average plunging 23.2%. The broad S&P 500 Index dropped 20.0%, the worst 
decline since the fourth quarter of 2008.       

Adhering to federal health officials’ guidelines, most state and local governments shut down entire segments of the economy in 
an effort to mitigate the impact of the COVID-19 virus (as have countries around the world). The businesses and jobs most 
crippled by social-distancing measures belong to vital segments of the services sector; such as airlines, restaurants, hotels, travel 
and retail. The services sector is important as it comprises nearly 80% of our economy. This sudden halt of much of our 
commerce ended the longest U.S. economic expansion in history.  

In response, the Trump administration (with congressional approval) and the Federal Reserve implemented a record-setting 
amount of stimulus initiatives for the economy and financial markets, aiming to support affected companies and their workers 
as the pandemic decimates thousands of businesses and millions of jobs. Specifically, President Donald Trump signed a $2.2 
trillion coronavirus economic rescue package (the CARES Act) that includes direct payments to most American households, 
extended unemployment outlays, loans to small businesses and airlines, and assistance to the health care industry battling the 
virus on the front lines. Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve made a series of emergency moves to help support financial markets 
including cutting its bank borrowing rate to near zero and buying or backing a record amount of debt securities to steady the 
fixed income markets. 

The 2008-2009 financial crisis was mainly caused by faulty mortgage loans, strict mark-to-market accounting rules and an over-
leveraged financial sector. We have had financial-sector induced recessions/depressions in the past. Never, however, have so 
many businesses suddenly closed their doors as a result of a national self-induced economic coma caused by a virus.  
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Fixed Income 
 
Signs of fear in stocks boosted the value of U.S. Treasurys for the first three months, as they are seen as a beacon of safety 
during an equity and economic storm. The yield on the 10-year Treasury note—used as a benchmark for everything from 
mortgage rates to student loans—fell 1.22 percentage points to 0.69% over the course of the quarter, raising its price. That 
marked the steepest one-quarter decline in the 10-year Treasury note yield since 2011. The long-dated 20-year Treasury bond 
price rose an astounding 21.8% for the quarter as investors grasped for safety and higher yields. 

Other fixed income securities, such as corporate and municipal bonds, 
did not fare as well because these issues were not perceived as safe as 
Treasurys. Plus, many investors decided or were forced to sell many 
investments, including these bonds—mainly through margin calls, 
algorithmic artificial intelligence (AI)-induced selling, or “short-
covering”—booking steep losses. Still, corporate and municipal debt 
securities performed better than the stock market.  

Toward the end of the quarter, the Federal Reserve noticed a wide 
discrepancy in the normal trading “bid/ask” spread of bonds, and 
became a buyer to help stabilize fixed income markets. The Fed’s 
actions helped, but the yield spreads between, for example, U.S. 
Treasury notes and investment-grade corporate bonds were still 
historically wide at quarter end.  

 

■ Global Market Performance 

Equity markets across the globe were not spared from the sudden 
spread of the coronavirus. It was a pandemic of double-digit stock 
market losses regardless of region or country.  

In the U.S., the S&P 500 Index fell 20.0% for the first quarter; its worst performance since the fourth quarter of 2008 during 
the financial crisis. Small company stocks were the poorest performing of any domestic equity category, plunging 30.9% 
(measured by the Russell 2000 Index), as investors dumped these higher-risk stocks due to bankruptcy concerns. The tech-heavy 
Nasdaq Composite was the “best of the worst,” losing 14.2% over the past three months. The technology sector held up 
relatively better than others as investors still expected growth in these stocks once the economic damage passes.   

The best performing sectors for the quarter were technology (-12.2%), health care (-13.1%), consumer staples (-13.4%) and 
utilities (-14.2%). The worst performing sectors were energy (-51.1%), financials (-32.3%), industrials (-27.4%) and materials      
(-26.6%).  

Major foreign stock markets performed very poorly as well. Developed international stocks sank 22.7% in the past three months, 
as measured by the MSCI EAFE Index in U.S. dollars. Western Europe fell 23.0% (as measured by the Stoxx Europe 600 Index), 
the region of some of the worst countries to be hit by COVID-19. Japan’s Nikkei Stock Average dropped 20.0%. As perhaps 
expected, export-centric emerging markets were the worst performing global equities, sinking 23.0% for the first quarter. 
Surprisingly, China’s Shanghai Composite was only down 9.8% for the past three months; being that China was the origin of 
the coronavirus.  

Natural resources and other commodities fell 23.5% for the first quarter, as measured by the Bloomberg Commodity Index. 
Crude oil fell 66.5% as Saudi Arabia unveiled plans to ramp up its production levels even further only days after it instigated a 
price war with Russia after bilateral discussions broke down. That event, coupled with global oil demand deterioration resulting 
from a virtual economic recession, decimated energy commodity prices. One shining exception in the commodities market was 
gold, which rose 4.2% for the quarter as investors sought some safety in this precious metal. Silver, however, did not fare as 
well; dropping 20.9%. 
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GLOBAL EQUITY AMD COMMODITY MARKETS CHART Q1 2020 

 
As mentioned, the Federal Reserve and other central banks were forced into emergency interventions to boost funding in fixed 
income markets and ensuring an adequate backstop to calm investors’ fears. The Fed is now operating at an unprecedented 
scale, reportedly allocating as much as $5 trillion, which is more than its entire balance sheet before the crisis.  

Some examples of Fed programs are injections of liquidity into Treasurys, repurchase agreements (repos), and agency-mortgage 
markets. It also has the ability to purchase commercial paper, money market and exchange-traded bond funds. The Fed instituted 
similar new programs targeting the corporate and municipal bond markets. Finally, it moved quickly to relax bank reserve 
requirements, freeing up liquidity at the nations’ largest financial institutions. Federal Reserve actions have helped much of the 
fixed income market, but not the higher-risk debt securities. 

For the past three months the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index of high-quality government, mortgage and 
corporate bonds rose only 3.1% despite the flight to Treasurys, mainly because the corporate bond portion of the index was 
down 3.5%. Non-investment grade or high-yield bonds sunk 12.4% for the quarter as investors dumped these low credit-quality 
debt securities amid the stock market panic. State and local government municipal bonds surprisingly fell 0.6% in the last three 
months, as investors were net sellers of these high grade tax-free securities despite their favorable ratings. Worldwide, bonds 
lost 4.7% for the quarter (as measured by the Bloomberg Barclays Capital Global Bond Index), as they were negatively affected 
by a strong dollar versus foreign currencies.   

GLOBAL FIXED INCOME MARKETS CHART Q1 2020 

 

■ Portfolio Review 

No doubt global stock markets suffered severe losses. Strategic Financial Concepts (SFC) TIS portfolios were not spared, but 
losses were not nearly as deep. Being well-diversified in different asset classes, underweighted in stocks, and having alternative 
investments that partially protected stock losses helped mitigate what could have been a worse outcome for clients. We’re not 
trying to minimize the severity of account declines. We just want to emphasize that our tactical and diversified approach to 
investment management worked last quarter, as it has in trying times in the past.  
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Specific tactical moves started at year-end when we lowered SFC TIS client portfolio risk by decreasing foreign holdings (mainly 
emerging markets), increased our high-quality core bond positions and, most importantly, we took some stock gains off the table 
by rebalancing client accounts after a very profitable 2019. Also, having alternative investments that partially “hedged” downside 
risk for stocks, plus a precious metals holding, lowered account losses. Additionally, in March we took more risk off the table 
by selling half of our U.S. mid- and small-cap holdings. These smaller stocks tend to underperform stronger-capitalized large 
company stocks during a period of market turbulence. As a result of all these actions, SFC TIS portfolios have performed better 
than the assigned benchmarks by a significant margin for the first quarter.  

So again, although this all may be of little solace after a sudden and deep 
drop in the stock market of late, having taken defensive measures before 
this event and being well diversified in different investments has offered 
some downside protection for our advisors’ clients’ accounts. 

Moving forward, the COVD-19 virus will definitely have a stark effect on 
our economy and jobs over at least the next two quarters. This will place 
corporate earnings and stock prices under pressure. The good news is that 
the stock market typically advances ahead of a recovering economy, so we 
are already preparing to add to equities when initial data shows our nation 
is beginning to come out of its recession with COVID-19 under control. 
Meanwhile, we have proceeds from past investment sales in a conservative 
ultra short-term bond fund (earning a 2% dividend), ready for re-investing 
in stocks and perhaps other investments when the time seems appropriate. 

■ Market Outlook 
 

… this is not 2008.  The coronavirus shock is not one caused by a crisis in the core of the financial system  
and spreading to the rest of the economy. The economy is on much stronger footing and the financial  
system is much more robust (prior to the recession). 
—Tony DeSpirito, BlackRock Chief Investment Officer, U.S. Fundamental Active Equity 

There’s no way to put “lipstick on this pig,” it’s been ugly. Our country has taken a huge hit by the coronavirus. And not just in 
human lives lost, which is devastating, but also in the human cost of lost jobs and paychecks, ruined businesses, and the 
psychological toll on all Americans. The unemployment numbers will get worse before it gets better. The hope is that with 
unprecedented government assistance measures the unemployed and small businesses will receive checks as a lifeline in these 
difficult times. The important question is just how quickly applications are processed and checks deposited into bank accounts. 
A long delay would be shattering to those living paycheck to paycheck (about 40% of the working population by some estimates), 
and for businesses’ survival. The weeks and months ahead will tell, but keep in mind federal and state governments are typically 
not efficient. Fortunately, government agencies have partnered with the private sector to assist them (as well as in the fight 
against the coronavirus).   

Even with the Trump administration and the Federal Reserve’s substantial assistance, many families and companies will still 
suffer hardships not seen since the financial crisis over ten years ago. Both the manufacturing and service sectors have been hit 
hard in varying degrees. Standard & Poors Global Ratings forecasts a record economic downturn will be posted in the second 
quarter, with GDP (gross domestic product) declining by 12%. Several respected economists forecast the deterioration of GDP 
will be worse than that. 

Now for the good news! While the hit to families, businesses and our economy (along with the rest of the world) have been 
severe, a recovery will come. Most economists expect that GDP will have a “U” shape recovery as seen in the chart below. They 
project a sharp decline at the end of the first quarter and into the second quarter of this year. Then, in the third quarter, as 
citizens go back to work (most likely in stages with the least-infected regions starting first) the unemployment numbers will 
bottom out along with the economy. As the economy stabilizes, expectations are that we will see a solid recovery beginning in 
the fourth quarter and improving throughout 2021.   
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Additional good news for the equity 
market and investors is that when there’s 
been a rapid drop in stocks of at least 
25% in a two-month period, the average 
gain over the following 12 months is 
17%. The one-year snapback from the 
2008-2009 financial crises was nearly 
60%! (See the chart below.) In fact we’ve 
already seen a rebound in stocks since 
the March 23rd low. We’re not saying 
there won’t be a re-testing of the stock 
market lows—especially as worsening 

economic data and poor company earnings come rolling in—but that within a year or so we expect markets to recover. This not 
only provides hope, but it also reinforces that investors need to be disciplined in bear markets and stick with the long-term 
investment plan they and their financial advisors have developed to reach their financial goals. 

 

So our advice is to sit tight and know that this too will pass, as it has in the past. We expect market turbulence (up and down) in 
the next few quarters as the economy sputters to re-ignite as the nation attempts to get back to work. Nevertheless, history is 
on the investors’ side for a meaningful stock market recovery. Be assured that we are watching events closely and have the best 
industry resources available to make informed investment management decisions on your behalf. We will continue to 
communicate with you as events and our investment portfolio positioning changes. As always, reach out to us and your financial 
advisor for any questions or comments. In the meantime, we advise that you proceed with your life safely within the guidelines 
of government health officials, and remain confident that in the long run you, our companies and our nation are resilient enough 
to not only survive but prosper.           

 
Dean L. Boebinger, CFP® 

Strategic Financial Concepts, LLC 
Director of Tactical Investment Strategies 

20333 State Hwy. 249, Ste. 200 
Houston, TX 77070 

281.378.8008 
dboebinger@sfcria.com 

 
 

Dedicated to Protecting and Growing Clients’ Wealth 
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Sources: Baird Private Wealth Management, Q1 2020 Market Chart Book; BlackRock, Taking Stock, April, 2020; First Trust Advisors Monday Morning Outlook, The Coronavirus 
Threat, March 30, 2020; Guggenheim, Global CIO Outlook The Great Leverage Unwind, March 22, 2020; JP Morgan Asset Management, Guide to the Markets, Q2 2020; PIMCO 
Cyclical Outlook, From Hurting to Healing, April 2020; State Street Global Advisors, SPDR ETFs Chart Pack, Apil 2020 Edition; USA Today, Dow dips 400 points on Tuesday, capping 
its worst first quarter ever, March 31, 2020; The Wall Street Journal (multiple publications).  
 
Strategic Financial Concepts, LLC (SFC), is an independent investment adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. SFC offers investment management 
and financial planning services for individuals, advisors, corporations, and non-profit organizations. We welcome your inquiries.  
 
This publication represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee 
of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice regarding mutual funds or any stock or bond in particular, nor 
should it be construed as a recommendation to purchase or sell a security. This publication is for your use only and is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we 
do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon as such. The opinions expressed are our opinions only. 
 
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. In addition to the normal risks associated with equity investing, international investments may involve risk 
of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in generally accepted accounting principles, or from economic or political instability in other 
nations. Narrowly focused investments typically exhibit higher volatility. Products of companies in which technology funds invest may be subject to severe competition and 
rapid obsolescence.  
 
Index information is for illustrative purposes only and does not represent any particular SFC investment. Indices are unmanaged, thus do not incur management fees or trading 
expenses. 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Current performance may be lower or higher than the performance data quoted. Read the prospectus of any 
mutual fund or other investment products carefully before investing. Consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses carefully before 
investing. 


